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Chapter 12 

Bella‘s POV: 

“Change your clothes 
immediately. Five minutes later, I will let Allie leave for the time being. Then I will wait fo
r you in the car downstairs.” Herbert ordered. 

“Yes.” I nodded in agreement. 

I changed my clothes 
as fast as I could, then walked to the back of the door and gently pushed open a crack. I 
saw that the secretary Allie was indeed not there. 

| quickly left the president‘s office and ran to the elevator. When I left the company and 
got in the Bentley of Herbert, I was relieved. The car drove quickly. It was very quiet in t
he car, and occasionally there was only the sound of turning the paper. 

I looked up at Herbert, who was 
sitting on the other side of the carriage. At this moment, he was focused on the calculati
on in his hand. 

When he worked hard, it was probably his most vulnerable moment. In fact, this man 
was very charming when he was not aggressive.. 

“What are you looking at?” Herbert suddenly asked. I immediately looked away and said
 casually, “Oh, I’m worried about the plan.” “Don‘t worry. I’ve taken a rough look. There 
shouldn‘t be a problem.” Herbert suddenly closed the plan. 

“You took a very short time to check. Are you sure there‘s no problem?” I looked at him. 

He only had a total of two hours to complete the plan, and it also included the time to pri
nt it. It would take an ordinary person 
a day to look through it, let alone to make sure if there were any mistakes. 

At this moment, the driver of Herbert suddenly turned around and said with a smile, 
“Miss Stepanek, you don‘t know, do you?Mr. Wharton graduated from the Department o
f Finance, University of Cambridge. His master‘s degree is graduated from the 
Accounting Department of the University of Texas at Austin with a master‘s degree. He 
passed the CPA test at the age of 25.” 

Hearing Connor‘s words, I couldn‘t help but look at Herbert with an admiring look. “You 
passed the CPA test at the age of 25?” 



I always thought that Herbert was an uneducated man. Apart from his good looks, he ha
d 
no other use. He could only be the rich second generation of the boss by relying on his 
parents. I really didn’t expect that he was a graduate of the University of Cambridge, an
d his master 
was from the University of Texas at Austin. Knowing that there are the best accounting 
majors in the world. He passed the CPA test at the age of 25, which was really amazing
. “Oh my god! I‘ve always dreamed of passing the CPA test through a couple of years. It
‘s a pity that I‘ve only finished two courses after graduating from college for several 
years. The grand goal I set for myself is to make sure that I’ll be able to pass the CPA 
test I turn 30. I looked at Herbert with admiration. However, this kind 
of worship didn‘t last long, because the next second, the man said, “As long as 

1222 ) you graduate from the department of accounting, work hard enough, 
even if your talent is average, you can pass the CPA.” This made me frown. 

This man was too arrogant. The admiration I had for him disappeared in an instant. 

 


